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After Lu He’s decision was announced, it undoubtedly caused quite a stir within the Lu
family.

After all, as a father, his son died, so he didn’t want to take revenge, and he had to be
removed from the family tree and no one would mention him again.

Such behavior is undoubtedly counterintuitive, and everyone is naturally surprised.

“Hey~” “The Patriarch is so angry, it must be because of the terrible disaster that Lu
Mingfeng committed in Noirfork.”

“Indeed, if I had such a rebellious son, I would have interrupted his dog legs. I will
definitely not avenge this scum.”

In the Lu family, a member of the clan whispered.

“Fifth, be careful!” “You don’t want to live anymore?” “Then Lu Mingfeng is the heart of
the old man. If you let the old man hear what you said, you will just wait to be swept
out?” A close person heard the words. , Was suddenly shocked, and quickly let the
person silence, lest misfortunes come out of the mouth.

At this time, in Father Lu’s room.

Lu Mingfeng’s mother burst into tears and knelt in front of the old man, crying.

“Dad, the one with no conscience wants to remove Mingfeng from the genealogy.”

“Mingfeng is your most beloved grandson, you must give Mingfeng the master~” “Never
let Mingfeng die in vain. Ah.”

The woman dared not go to Lu He, so she could only complain in front of the old man.

“This bastard, does he dare to remove my grandson?” “Don’t worry, I am here, I won’t let
him behave like this!” “If he dares to remove Ming Feng from the genealogy, I will also
remove him tomorrow. Removed from the genealogy.”

Old man Lu was also very angry.



Lu Mingfeng is his most beloved grandson. Naturally, he can’t just ignore such things.

“Thank you Dad, sure enough, you still love Mingfeng the most.”

“But Dad, is Mingfeng’s thing really so easy to let go?” “You can bear your heart and let
Lu’s parents and grandchildren die for no reason. “Dad, Lu He listens to you, so please
persuade him and let him avenge Mingfeng.”

The woman persuaded again. It was obvious that if he didn’t avenge her son, the
woman felt angry. level.

However, Mr. Lu sighed: “Terrisa, you are a woman and you don’t understand many
things.”

“It’s not that the boss doesn’t want to avenge Mingfeng. It’s mainly because of the
special period. The boss is undergoing inspection. Once the inspection passes, his
career can go further, and the status of our Lu family can increase accordingly.”

At that time, if our Lu family fights hard and uses family power to suppress the weak,
once it is spread, whether it is the reputation of the boss or the reputation of my Lu
family, it will be a great blow.”

“So Terrisa, you You also have to understand the boss.”

“He is also focusing on the overall situation.”

“You don’t want it, because Mingfeng alone ruined the future of the boss and the future
of the Lu family.”

Old man Lu was earnestly persuaded.

The boss in his mouth is naturally Lu Mingfeng’s father, Lu He.

“But Dad, I’m really not reconciled.”

“Mingfeng, he was so young, he was still unmarried, he hadn’t had children, and he died
like that. But the murderer was at large, so when I think of it, I feel like Knife twisted, I
feel sorry for Ming Feng.”

The woman said as she said, tears fell like broken pearls.

Seeing the woman like this, Mr. Lu couldn’t bear it for a while.

“Terrisa, go down first. I will figure out a solution for this matter.”

“Don’t worry, Mingfeng is my most beloved grandson. I won’t let him die miserably.”



Chapter 2192 the wind is full

“Also, when you leave, call the second and third children over, and remember, don’t let
the boss see, otherwise, he will have to worry again.”

Old man Lu said in a deep voice, looking like that, it seemed to be thinking What is the
best way to avenge my grandson.

Soon, the woman also followed the father’s order, left the room, and called Lu
Mingfeng’s two uncles to the old man.

“Dad, is this okay?” “Will it affect the eldest brother?” The old man didn’t know what he
said to them, and the two faces in front of him changed slightly.

“Don’t worry, it won’t.”

“This is allowed within the rules. No one can catch the handle.”

“Besides, two lives have been killed. Those thugs in Noirfork should also be in charge.”

“Just press me. If you say it, just do it.”

“Also, get me a car right away.”

“Huh? Dad, where are you going?” the brothers asked curiously.

Over the years, the old man recuperated at home, and he hasn’t shown his face for
many years. Now that he is out suddenly, this brother is naturally curious.

“Where else can I go?” “Naturally go to the Xu family and find Xu Junlin!” “There are
some things that our Lu family are inconvenient to do, but it doesn’t mean that the Xu
family can’t do it.”

Mr. Jiang Dongchu, he almost lived to the end.”

Lu Cangqiong said coldly with a sharp face.

So, early that morning, Lu Cangqiong drove to the military area compound and saw the
old man of the Xu family, Xu Junlin.

These two people are also connected with the same disease. At the same time, they
both experienced the human tragedy of the white-haired man sending the black-haired
man.

“Master Lu, I’m going to find you.”



“I have already sent Shaohua’s second uncle to Noirfork.”

“Dare to move my descendants of Lu and Xu. This evil force in Noirfork is so rampant!
“Haisheng has already ordered the Noirfork Military Region to cooperate with his second
uncle to use 3,000 soldiers and horses to work together to destroy this evil force and
walk the way for the sky!” “However, some procedures require your Lu family’s help.
This Xu Junlin He is also a good old man. He doesn’t say to avenge his grandson, but
under the banner of annihilating the evil forces, he called it, walks the way for the sky,
and helps justice. “Old Xu, the place in our Lu family is useful, just say it. .

I, Lu Jiading, gave my full support.

Lu Cangqiong also replied in a deep voice.

This situation was exactly what Lu Cangqiong wanted to see.

The Xu family mobilized people into Noirfork to suppress Noirfork, and their Lu family
provided support in terms of power. If they cooperated, they would surely sweep
Noirfork.

At that time, what Noirfork Zun, just a bullshit, in front of the iron torrent, will make him
die tragically Noirfork, blood and blood!

In this way, the two old men who are connected with the illness have been talking for a
long time.

It is as if the people behind the scenes weave a net of heaven and earth in secret.

Soon, this net will cover Noirfork.

At that time, all ghosts and ghosts will be invisible!

Of course, Mark didn’t know anything about what happened in Gritsberg.

At this time, Mark and others were still preparing for the upcoming wedding.

However, unconsciously, the storm has quietly struck.

That afternoon, Ferguson Wu, the lord of Wrilfill City, was dismissed from his post.

All related personnel were also punished.

The entire Wrilfill power class has almost changed blood.

At the same time, all 18 prefectures and cities in Noirfork Province also received orders
to immediately start a new round of gangster operations. In one day, dozens of criminal
gangs were taken away.



In the future, the wind is over!
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